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UAS introduction into Civilian airspace 
•  Huge value in the civilian sector and growing 
•  Worth $3.8 Billion by 2024 
•  Huge number of application areas 

•  Search and rescue 
•  Border security 
•  Law enforcement 
•  Remote sensing 



Challenges to UAS NAS integration 
•  Terminal area operations 

•  Arrival/Departures from mixed traffic airports 
•  Autonomous taxiing 

•  Contingency management. 

•  Require good Situational Awareness (SA) 
•  Require robust Decision Making (DM) 



SA for unmanned vehicles 

•  Perception is not only sensing the environment but 
assigning sensor data into meaningful units of 
information (e.g. assign each object with an identifier). 

•  Comprehension infers information from perception and 
builds up an understanding of the environment and the 
status of the vehicle; for example, the properties of 
objects (e.g. a vehicle or a pedestrian), their speed and 
direction, and their intention.  

•  Projection is to predict the near future status of the 
environment and the vehicle to enable more effective 
decision making. 
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Decision making – Forced landing 
•  Want UAS to replicate humans 
•  Expert system can store knowledge and 

pilot experience 
•  Based on a probabilistic graphical models 
•  Bayesian belief networks were used 
•  Multi Criteria decision maker was proposed 
•  Used in medical diagnosis and treatment 

•  Handle complex variable relationships 
•  Extensible, flexible 
•  Deterministic (certifiable, unlike Neural 

networks) 
•  Can handle large number of complex 

inputs 
•  Can deal with uncertain or unknown 

inputs 



Terminal Area Operations: 
In and around the circuit 



Terminal area 
§  Much attention given to see and avoid to minimise risk of mid air collisions 
§  Big sky principle – unlikely to conflict with traffic while in cruise 

§  For UAS NAS integration UAS may operate close to Air Traffic Zones of airports or 
operate in mixed traffic aerodromes. 

§  Terminal area large convergence of traffic – great chance of collision 
§  78% of the mid-air collisions that have occurred in Australia since 1961 have occurred in or 

near the circuit area. 
§  Controlled aerodrome, aircraft not responsible for own separation (not a challenge) 
§  CHALLAGE - Uncontrolled Aerodromes, uncooperative aerodromes 

§  Aircraft are responsible for own separation  
§  Risk to UAS – Transiting airspace, arrival, departure 

 

 



•  Humans are very bad at spotting other aircraft, but use knowledge of rules of 
the air, standard procedure, and VHF radio messages to gain situational 
awareness to 

•  Aid the look out for other aircraft 
•  Make decisions to ensure separation from other aircraft 

•  Use standard circuit procedure to aid comprehension 
•  Comprehension – what stage of circuit they are in (ADS-B)  
•  Projection – where will they be in 50s? 

UAS terminal area operations 



•  Can not assume traffic will have ADS-B, no 
direct position measurement 

•  Advanced tracking algorithm is needed for 
comprehension stage, using domain 
knowledge to assist 

•  UAV generally only have a camera and VHF 
radio 

•  Track aircraft using bearing only form camera 
and image processing techniques 

Uncooprative traffic comprehention 

•  Radio messages help ID aircraft type/circuit phase/approximate 
position 

•  IMM-SDT to model the circuit flight rules 
•  Particle filter - hard constraints (Vstall Vfe) improve performance 

using circuit knowledge and rules of the air 
•  Difficult problem, minimal manoeuvring, under bearing only 

observations 
 



•  Under observed data, estimating circuit phase is important 
•  Tracking performance over the first 3 phases compared to 

Markov jump IMM PF 
•  Better tracking performance, as circuit phase estimation is 

improved by the State Dependant Transition (SDT) model 

Tracking performance 



Terminal Area Operations: 
Autonomous Taxiing 



BAE Autonomous taxiing Requirements 

•  Automated taxiing for UAS 
•  Civil aerodromes 
•  Based on current BAE surrogate 

UAS 
•  Limited to a single monocular 

camera for sensing 
 



SA Challenges of Autonomous 
Taxiing 

•  Aerodromes are structured environments, yet not fully 
controlled: 
•  Dynamic objects, such as aircraft, pedestrians, logistic vehicles, 

need to be detected in real-time during the taxiing. 
•  Local sensing systems are usually required for detecting these 

objects, e.g. camera, LIDAR. 
•  We use a monocular camera. 

•  Visual detection in aerodrome environment: 
•  Detection result from a single image is not reliable: an image 

sequence based process is preferred. 
•  Feature detection is important for finding the spatial relationship 

between the sequence of images. 
•  An open aerodrome environment may be lack of features. 



•  Obstacle detection 
•  Detect both static and mobile collision risks 

•  Localisation 
•  GPS to inaccurate to localise aircraft on taxiway 
•  Adjust the trajectory of the aircraft based on visual features 
•  Confirm position through landmark identification 

•  Semantic Segmentation (per frame) 
•  Pre-segmentation 
•  Bayesian Network Classification on segments 

•  Saliency detection (per frame) 
•  Obstacle detection 

•  Self-learning Enhanced SA (series of frames) 

Visual Sensing Goals 



Image Segmentation 

SLIC Superpixel 
over-segmentation 
 

DBSCAN: Clusters similar 
adjacent Superpixels 
 

§  Over-segmentation with SLIC 
Superpixels 

§  Clustering Superpixel using 
DBSCAN 

§  Advantage of pre-segmentation: 
Precise region extraction 
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Bayesian network classifier 



BAE Data set 

•  Vehicle driven around 
aerodrome 

•  30 fps video taken 
•  Consumer grade GPS 

and attitude data from 
iPad 



Final classification on data set 



Saliency detection 

•  Frequency-tuned saliency detection 

•  R. Achanta, S. Hemami, F. Estrada and S. Süsstrunk, Frequency-tuned Salient Region Detection, IEEE International Conference on 
Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition (CVPR 2009), pp. 1597 - 1604, 2009 



Self-learning Enhanced SA 



Bayesian learning 

•  A Gaussian distribution is assumed at each pixel in the 
map and observation: 

•  Bayesian inference: 
 
 
 where 



Detection result (video) 



Contingency management: 
Forced Landing 



Contingency management 
•  Pilot would normally be able to handle emergencies 
•  What happens on an UAS if an emergency occurs while in 

NAS 
•  Emergencies 

•  Loss of control 
•  Engine failure 
•  Communications failure 



Contingency - Engine failure 
•  Engine out case; second largest killer of General Aviation 

pilots; 25 out of 190 fatalities in US caused by engine failure in 
2010 

•  UAVs may also suffer the loss of engine power Aircraft must 
have to land on an unprepared surface, and try to limit 
damage 

•  Potentially could cause much more damage on ground and 
impose much high risk to the public. 

•  No current contingency systems – block to operating in NAS 

•  Upon an engine failure UAS needs to find, glide to, then land 
at an unprepared emergency landing site 



Force landing system 

Cruise  
•  Site detection 
•  Engine health 

monitored 

•  Reachability 
analysis 

•  Decision making 
•  Path planning 

•  Fly path 
•  Autoland Warren, M., et al , 2015. An Automated Emergency Landing System for 

Fixed‐Wing Aircraft: Planning and Control. Journal of Field Robotics, 



Landing Site Reachability 
•  Find if landing site is within glide range 
•  How reachable is it? 
•  Find path to the site which loses the 

least altitude 

•  Dubins curves minimise distance 
•  Constant turns in steady wind are 

trochoidal 
•  Height loss across path calculated 
•  Excess glide range, from aircraft initial 

height 



Landing Site Reachability 
•  A320 flying over city 
•  Wind 10 kt 330° 
•  Two landing sites 
•  Two runways each 
•  8 landing directions 

•  Excess glide range 
calculated for each 



Landing site suitability factors – for 
landing site decision making 
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§  Wind 
§  Obstacles 
§  Surface  
§  Shape 
§  Size 
§  Slope 

Safe Landing 

Reachability 

Proximity to 
civilians 

Suitability 

Options 

Hazards 

 1. Minimise human casualties 
 2. Minimise property damage 
 3. Maximise aircraft survival 
 4. Maximise payload survival (e.g. camera)  

Priorities of system 



Landing site decision making BN 

𝑃(𝐹𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑|𝑠𝑢𝑖𝑡↑𝑚𝑎𝑥 ) (𝐹𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑|𝑠𝑢𝑖𝑡↑𝑚𝑎𝑥 ) |𝑠𝑢𝑖𝑡↑𝑚𝑎𝑥 ) 

Solve the network by 
asking it question 

Hidden nodes used to 
combine chance nodes 
in order to simplify 
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Main factors identified 
and discretised in to 
discrete states 

Criteria nodes 

Utility node 

Decision nodes 

Hidden Nodes 



X-Plane Simulation 
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•  Force landing Monte Carlo simulation 
•  Randomly spawn, then engine fails  
•  Follows path to chosen field 



Conclusions 
•  One of the major challenges in developing autonomous 

systems is to cope with uncertainties (e.g. information, 
environment, or intention) 

•  Probabilistic based framework for situational awareness 
and decision making under uncertainties 
•  Bayesian theory 
•  Contextual information 

•  Case studies 
•  Autonomous functions for autonomous landing in the normal 

procedure 
•   Autonomous contingency management: forced landing 

•  Quite generic; can be applied to develop autonomous 
functions for other applications. 
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